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Maupassant is the least self-conscious artist among all those mentioned 

in the study. He took a keen interest in his skills and worked very hard at them 

often with great precision and passion – but once he published them he 

thought so little of them. Even among his associates he was very silent, almost 

a recluse. From his mentors, we got  what they thought of him, but we know 

very little of what he thought of them. 

At the turn of the century the short story had undergone further 

transformation at the hands of a writer who was considered by many the 

greatest short story writer of all times. Though he published a majority of his 

stories in the last decade of the 19th century Chekov did not enjoy a worldwide 

reputation during his life time as Maupassant had done. Chekov’s stories were 

translated into English after the First World War; and his experimentation and 

his radical outlook on life have added a new dimension to the potential of the 

new genre. The great thing about Chekov\s work is that he often challenges 

the ethical tenets set up by all the classical writers of the country – a challenge 

which proved to be advantageous to both the genres as it often probes into 

both belief systems with equal verve and tenacity.  

Chekov’s vision of reality may be studied in the backdrop of what he 

wrote in his early notebooks : 

“In the life of our towns there is no pessimism, no Marxism and 

no movements – but there is stagnation, stupidity, and 

mediocrity.”(Chekov 89) 
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5.1CHEKOV:THE VISION OF GLOOM 

Before we look at Chekov’s thematic concerns and world vision it 

would be important to look at the new short story. According to William 

Boyd. 

“Chekov’s breakthrough was to abandon what Wilhem Gerhard  

called the ‘event-plot’ for something more blurred, interrupted 

marred or otherwise tampered with by life.”(Wilkinson) 

Thus we can see that Chekov’s innovations extend over both the theme 

and form of the short story. 

For Chekov all the intellectual battles are fought in the mind, but the 

real struggle against stagnation – the bog-like stagnation in which World War-

I was fought. The minds of the people were caught in a bog of either outdated 

unresponsive tradition or a fanatic unrealizing youth that lacks both direction 

and aim. All Chekov’s literary attempts were aimed at capturing this 

stagnation, stupidity and mediocrity which engulf and overwhelm humanity by 

turns. Chekov’s aim was to make his readers and spectators aware of the 

stagnant, stupid and mediocre lives we all lived and by doing so make them 

realize that this was not the fate of humanity. He felt that work, education and 

technology would help speed up the improvement of life. So even if Chekov’s 

work is largely pervaded by a sense of gloom, he cannot be called a pessimist 

like Hardy because he believes there is hope for humanity to redeem itself.  
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In the early stories Chekov endorses Tolstoy’s dogma - - but his visit to 

Sakhalin brought a transformation in his attitude. It is not enough to express 

sympathy at the grief of the peasants.  

Some critics like Eudora Welty  credit Chekov with the removal of plot 

and replacing it with a narrative mode dominated by creation of character and 

moods. Btu this device was used extensively by Turgenev and also 

Maupassant. However, Chekov’s work is an extension of what Turgenev had 

done with regard to plot. As William Boyd had put it: 

“The revolution that Chekov put in train – and which still 

reverberates today was-not to abandon plot-but to make the plot 

of his stories the plot of our lives: random, mysterious, abrupt, 

chaotic, fiercely cruel and meaningless.”(Wilkinson) 

However, Chekov and Turgenev differ in another aspect of the short story – 

characterization. Turgenev’s forte was characterization – particularly the 

novella in which he selects one character and weaves his story around that 

central character whose actions are presented through the other characters. 

Writing about Chekov Renato Matsumuto  in  Revealing ordinary life  says:   

The short story is too short to allow for the character to be 

created by the kind of dense and social interaction through 

duration typical of the novel. Chekov avoids depicting the 

minds of his characters but makes the character’s moods or 

feeling commercial their mental state. (Matsumuto) 
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5.2 CHEKOV & TOLSTOY:SCIENCE VS RELIGION 

More central to Chekov’s work is his perception of reality. Whereas 

both Turgenev and Maupassant prefer an aesthetic rather than an overtly 

ethical stand, it is Chekov who emphatically rejects Tolstoy’s and 

Dostoevsky\s stand for the role of religion in shaping or reforming humanity. 

As William Gerhardie says:  

“Life because it has aspects innumerable seems blurred and 

devoid of all form. And since literature must have form and life 

has none, realists of the past thought that they could not paint 

life in the aggregate form and thus thought fit to express one 

aspect of life at a time. Until a wholly new aspect occurred to 

Chekov–that of life in the aggregate. Which aspect in truth is 

his form.”(qtd in May). 

It is this challenging task of creating an alternative vision that has 

helped him progress from subjective sentiments towards a supreme emotional 

balance in plotless stories like The Steppe, Good People, The Nervous 

breakdown , Enemies and Ward No 6. As a revolt against the Tolstoyan 

dogma, Chekov shows new social commitment in stories like Gusev, Peasant 

Wives, and In Exile.  

Also Chekov takes Turgenev’s experimentation with the plot a little 

further by developing his characters through dialogue. As Charles E. May puts 

it in the discussion of Chekov’s satirical masterpiece Chameleon: 
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“Chekov does not allow  the thoughts of Ochumotov, Krhyuzin 

or any other character of Chameleon to be divulged by any type 

of explicit narration; it is only through dialogue that those 

details are revealed. This technique of showing rather than 

describing was later given the term “objective correlative” by 

T.S. Eliot. The objective correlative is a detailed event 

description or characterization that served as a sort of 

objectification or formula for the emotion sought for.( May ) 

Turgenev also replaces plot by characterization and develops the story 

with the help of ingeniously generated dialogue. That both Chekov and 

Turgenev were also dramatists helped them handle this situation with good 

effect. 

However, the American critics who have given a great reception to 

Chekov’s works followed the same trend of adulation they had initially shown 

to Maupassant before dubbing him a writer who followed cheap techniques 

like ‘trick-ending’. Most of the critics were taken in by the new Russian 

sensation and soon started imitating his stories John Galsworthy describes the 

plight of innumerable amateur American writers in the following humorous 

terms: 

“Now, of Chekov I would say that his stories have apparently 

neither head nor tail. They seem to be all middle like a tortoise. 

Many who have tried to imitate him however have failed to 

realize that the heads and tails are only tucked in .  I should say 
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that Chekov has been the most potent magnet to young writers 

in several countries for the last 20 years. He was a very great 

writer but his influence has been almost wholly dissolvent. For 

he worked naturally in a method which seems easy but which is 

very hard for westerners and his works became accessible to 

western Europe at a time when writers were restless and eager 

to make good without hard labor. (Galsworthy)   

In sharp contrast to the universal acclaim  that Maupassant received, 

the reception to Chekov’s stories was mixed. Many writers and critics have 

branded Chekov as a pessimist. His works may have tragic endings but just 

because of it he should not be classified as a pessimist. In this they have been 

repeating the mistake they had committed in the case of Maupassant’s trick-

ending. Hemingway said that Chekov wrote about six good stories and added 

that he was an armateur writer. Tolstoy was highly critical of Chekov both as a 

story teller and as a dramatist and rated him even worse than Shakespeare. His 

complaint was that both these writers were wasting the genre of drama where 

everything has to happen. Why have recourse to devices like soliloquy when 

all action and content can be presented live. At the opposite end we have 

writers like Tennessee Williams who when asked about his favorite author 

said.  

 “Chekov, Chekov and Chekov.” 

Yet there was a widespread feeling that nothing happens in Chekov’s 

stories. V.S.Pritchett gives an apt description about this complaint:   
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“When we read a story like My life we are bound to notice that 

by the end of the tale none of the characters has changed. They 

spend their time going round in circles. The same can be said of 

The Darling and The lady with the lap dog. There is no 

essential change in either character or situation. One feels they 

are caught not in the toils of a story but in the wayward meshes 

of a mood. The things which occur to the two chief characters 

(in “My Wife”) with the wind sighing in the branches of the 

trees in winter. The branches bend and sway; they toss and 

struggle but once the wind has died away they come to rest and 

form once again their familiar pattern against the sky. Life is 

something that passes through them  like a sigh; it does not 

grow out of them.” (Prichet  631) 

5.3 CHEKOV’S STYLE 

While the adulation received by Maupassant did him more harm, the 

criticism on Chekov has actually kept him alive as a writer as it attracted 

critical attention from different quarters and finally a more valued critical 

opinion has emerged. Eudora Wetly expresses a more balanced view in her 

critique of Chekov. According to her, the revolution brought about by Chekov 

in the short story was not in every sense destructive. By removing the plot he 

did not leave the story structureless – he endowed it with another kind of plot 

– one which embodied the principle of growth. 
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It is clear that Chekov is a much more complex writer more in the Kafka – 

Becket and Proust mould than he is like a Balzac or a Dickens. His narration is 

not direct but oblique. As  Frank O’Connor put it : 

“If one really wants to understand Chekov one must realize that 

he was the moralist of the venial sin; the man who laid it down 

that a soul is damned not for murder, adultery or embezzlement 

but for the small unrecognized sins of ill-temper; 

untruthfulness, stinginess and disloyalty.( O’Connor). 

The second major critical observation about Chekov’s works is that his 

characters are strangely elusive unlike those by Dostoevsky. Comparing the 

doctor’s character in Ward No.6 with someone like a Rogozhin in The Idiot or 

Dimitri in The Brothers Karamazov, one can immediately recognize the strong 

physical presence of Dostoevsky’s protagonists. Referring to this James 

Ladsun makes the following observation: 

“Chekov has his own distinct tone and manner but the 

impression it leaves is curiously elusive, offering reticence and 

hesitation in place of an exuding personality and a series of 

moods rather than a discernible attitude to life. The elusiveness 

– a feature both of life and the work is a large part of what 

gives him his enduring fascination and  a striking 

modernity.”(Ladsun) 

James Ladsun’s criticism of Chekov is impressive but only the 

‘elusiveness’ part of it sounds applicable to his works. The same element of 
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elusiveness can also be detected in the works of Turgenev. The main 

difference between their stories is the element of intensity and slight traces of 

skepticism which replace the lyricism and nostalgia of Turgenev.  Both the 

authors stand at different stages in the evolution of the short story. Turgenev 

who gives a new shape and impetus to the best of Romantic realism and 

Chekov who with his concentration, logic, pragmatism , and intensity carries 

that forward to the threshold of modernity. There are a lot of romantic 

elements in Turgenev but he is essentially a realist and Chekov has a lot of 

modern inclinations  but he is only a precursor to such modern writers as 

Kafka, Joyce and Becket.  

5.4 CHEKOV’S TECHNIQUE ZERO ENDING 

Chekov ends his stories on a note of uncertainty and inconclusiveness.  

Most works of fiction follow a different practice of providing an epilogue 

where all loose ends are dutifully tied. Life itself provides nothing like that. In 

other words, no resolutions are provided by the writer, not even suggested. 

Further, whatever the characters choose of their own volition – is no resolution 

of a given crisis, but a curtain raiser on a further or new crisis. Thus life itself 

is a diversion, deterioration, or an extension of an old crisis. What one chooses 

or rejects depends on the character as well as the other factors contributing to 

the existing situation. Thus Chekov’s stories show two major deviations from 

the traditional theory of the short story – he depends on character and mood 

more than plot and event for the dénouement of his stories; which do not end 

in a resolution but are left open - ended. 
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Of these two deviations – the first was introduced by Turgenev, and 

sometimes practiced by the volatile and often unpredictable Maupassant. Thus 

Chekov’s major contribution is about how his stories end. The major 

complaint about his stories is that nothing ever happens in them, that they are 

bogged down by inaction and a kind of dullness and indecision. It is true that 

he ends his stories on a note of uncertainty and inconclusiveness. Chekov’s 

doubts regarding the end of any story in life are genuine. Any conclusion to 

the given set of circumstances is valid in relation to those circumstances only. 

If a character dies at the end of the story then that conclusion can be taken as 

valid. Hence, going by Chekov’s argument there cannot be a happy ending to 

a story if the characters are alive – as they are likely to generate, select or 

follow a new set of circumstances which may lead to new complications 

requiring new resolutions. Thus the most important phenomenon in the 

Chekhovian world is change as opposed to equilibrium. As David James 

mentions in Returning characters to Life: Chekov’s subversive endings, 

Chekov handles the issue of change delicately. 

Chekov viewed epologues as very unrealistic and writer’s conscious 

intervention in what fate leaves unresolved or incomplete. To the question 

‘what does the future hold for us’ – Chekov does not let the epilogue supply 

the desired answer. Nor does he point to a pessimistic view that no change is 

possible. He implies that the ending may be pessimistic or sometimes may 

occur under unexpected circumstances. 
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Chekov’s anti-epilogues return the characters to the open destiny of 

life. Some of them close off the possibilities for future change. Chekov 

subverts the conventional epilogue by shifting into the past the very moment 

we expect the character and the story to move into the future. Chekov’s A 

chorus girl is a good example for an anti- epilogue. 

A chorus girl named Pasha is confronted by the wife of a man with 

whom she has an affair. While the husband listens in the other room, the wife 

badgers Pasha into giving her some pieces of jewellery that she wrongly 

believes, that her husband had gifted to her. After the wife leaves, the husband 

returns, in a different mood of remorse and says: “My God! A decent proud 

woman! And I brought her to this! I let it happen!”( Chekov 126). 

He then shoves Pasha in  a mood of great disgust and calls her trash 

and leaves. At this point Pasha sobs - - and conditioned as we are by 

conventional fiction, we might naturally expect Pasha’s humiliation to lead her 

to change her life. But instead of showing or even implying a future change 

Chekov abruptly takes us into her past. The final sentence reads: “She 

remembered how three years ago for no reason or rhyme a merchant had given 

her a beating, and sobbed even louder.”( Chekov 130). 

By revealing that Pasha has undergone even worse treatment in the 

past without learning any life - changing lessons the ending implies that her 

life will go unchanged in future. Maupassant had written a story with a similar 

theme Yvette in which a young girl is torn between the life her mother had 

chosen for her and that of her own aversion for it. Yvette too has many choices 
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before her. --- and it appears she would certainly reject her mother’s choice 

and move away from a world of moral corruption. The pressure of the 

situation proves to be too much for one so young as Yvette who finally moves 

into a confused state and then a fantasy, constantly haunted by her mother’s 

adultery and also a vision of her own happiness which drive her to the point of 

suicide – all these states are depicted with almost a Dostoeveskyan intensity 

and the delicate tenderness of a Turgenev. But then the story takes the usual 

course. The stark reality of Chekov’s story – and the wretchedness of each of 

the characters, the abject poverty, the deceit and the pettiness of the characters 

all make us sympathize with them. None of them is to blame and it is 

circumstances which have brought them to such a plight. In Maupassant’s 

story we realize the tragic situation into which the young girl has been 

relentlessly  drawn – but before we can sympathize with her, we also see the 

vanity, deceit, and petty considerations of that life which bring into her 

character a different person who is alien to us but who bears the final stamp of 

an adultress. The Chorus Girl is a masterpiece which even in human depravity 

still shows a great sense of ethical correctness. It shows the author’s great 

understanding and sympathy for his milieu. Yvette on the other hand shows 

how instinct when it cannot find a natural opening, when it is surrounded by a 

corrupting milieu can lead to self destruction or a life surrounded by venial 

sins. Yvette shows the transformation of innocence and hope into adultery and 

despair. In the fight between volition and intuition – finally the latter has the 

upper hand. 
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5.5 INNOVATIONS: REVERSAL OF THEME 

A Chorus Girl is a story that presents the miserable condition of the 

three characters – and there is no choice for them as all of them share the 

stagnation, and the mediocrity in which the world is hopelessly caught and any 

attempt to show them as attempting to raise above the levels would only be 

falsifying it. Nor is it the melancholic realism that Chekov and Turgenev have 

created in their stories. Further, the technique of juxtaposition is not employed 

as in some stories by Turgenev and Maupassant. All the three characters are 

presented with their pettiness, selfishness bordering onto cruelty, poverty, 

misery, and filthiness of the situation. The characters reveal themselves 

through their actions – and then on that day it is Pasha who emerges as the 

noblest because it is she who makes a sacrifice , she who gives up everything 

in a moment of despair and she who is left in a world of absolute loneliness  

and desolation. 

A Chorus Girl is one of Chekov’s most dismal stories in which the 

whole story is told through dialogue and the conventional tools of plot, 

characterization, narration and point of view are not employed in a traditional 

way. Still Chekov manages to establish three points and for economy of means 

and brevity it compares with Maupassant’s Bellflower. Further all the 

characters are deglamorized – they are so ordinary and totally engrossed in 

their personal crisis. Tolstoy’s main complaint about Chekov was that his 

plays lacked the dramatic element, that he was a bad dramatist like 

Shakespeare. In A Chorus Girl Chekov uses dialogue to great effect – and 
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through a series of conversations he presents the theme of marital disharmony 

from the points of view of all the characters. It is a stunning story of the 

insecurities, suspicions, and despair that haunt the minds of Pasha, Kalpakov 

and his distraught wife. It is also technically the most accomplished of his 

stories and with A lady with the lapdog and Ward no 6 ranks as three of the 

great masterpieces of the world short story. 

In The lady with the lap dog Chekov is dealing with a slightly different 

milieu  of people belonging to the Russian upper middle class. It does not have 

the lyricism of Turgenev’s Asya and First love. It is a well structured and 

exquisitely paced story of attraction between a mature businessman and a 

young lady with social class and elan but not the loudness and vulgarity of 

urban youth. Dmitri Gurov is a bank official married with a daughter and two 

sons. He is not happy with his marriage and has reached a stage when he 

thought all women are temperamentally weak. On a vacation in Yalta, he 

meets a young lady with a lap dog who creates ripples among the vacationing 

youth. Gurov wants to make her acquaintance. Anna Sergevna was also on a 

vacation and her husband had to leave in the middle of an urgent business call. 

Gurov and Anna soon have an affair and go round the country side on drives 

and walks. Anna has to go home alone as her husband had an eye problem and 

had to see a doctor. Gurov sees her off at the station. 

On return to Moscow, Gurov tries to turn his attention to his work in 

an attempt to forget about Anna. But somehow he is constantly haunted by 

memories of their sojourn. He goes to her town in search of her, but does not 
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go to their house as he doesn’t want to disturb her. He feels Anna might have 

forgotten him and taken another lover. Looking through the paper he reads 

about the premier show at a theatre and gets there with a faint hope of seeing 

her there. He finds her at the theatre and finally meets her. Anna confesses that 

she was always thinking about him. She promises to meet him in Moscow. 

Gurov realizes that he was at last in love with someone. They talk about 

finding a plan to continue their affair – when the story abruptly ends.  Like 

most love stories The Lady with the lap dog is full of uncertainties. But they 

are not uncertainties emanating from circumstances. The origin of 

uncertainties is the minds of the protagonists. The theme is beautifully 

developed and they almost decide about a permanent relationship – and a 

beautiful ambience is created that permeates a delicious relationship so well 

understood and approved by both the parties – yet towards the end of the story 

they fail to affirm or clarify any concrete step. The reader is left to wonder 

about the strange yet sad inability of the principal characters to assert 

themselves. It should be noted that when one cannot assert oneself in these 

matters it is fate and time which superimpose themselves and result in tragic 

consequences. However the hesitation that both the characters show in the 

most crucial stage of their relationship is not the usual inaction which is 

ascribed to the Chekhovian world but adds a new tragic dimension to this 

relationship. A similar state of mind is presented by Turgenev in Asya and 

First Love, and by Maupassant in his long story Yvette. The situation in 

Chekov’s story has no other complexity but the two major characters are not 
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expressive and they don’t even share important basic information like their 

marital status; so much so Gurov suspects that Anna has a love affair. It 

should be studied closely whether Chekov deliberately creates these ‘narrative 

gaps’ which may contribute to subsequent actions. Also the narrative gaps 

provide the motifs for further action in his stories. The climax in The lady with 

the lap dog instead of ending a resolution actively opens the door on another 

complication. Hence we may relax that Gurov’s love  is accepted by Anna and 

feel that they make a beautiful pair, but also wonder about the doubts that 

hover around their future. Chekov has created a new situation in his story 

hitherto unknown in fiction. Accepting tradition however good it is per se 

implies that you are rejecting nature’s laws sometimes called fate. Chekov not 

only rejects transition, but also challenges fate by presenting an alternative 

course which in this case is the volition of the two protagonists. Their story 

may still have a tragic ending – cannot, of course, use the term    ‘tragic’ as 

both parties have taken a decision and none of them is worried about or forced 

into such decision under duress. The change in the character’s decision is not 

caused by instinct but by the reactions that they have as a result of social 

conditioning thus only points to a variation of approach to reality. 

For all its sentimental and romantic aura created  more by the situation 

than the characters themselves or the denouement itself – Lady with the lap 

dog captures our imagination with the beautiful descriptions and the reader is 

lead to believe it is a romantic story. It has all the trappings of one such, 

marvelously set up by Chekov. On a close analysis we can realize it is an 
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affair between a middle aged businessman and a sophisticated society lady – 

both of them not satisfied with their marital relationships, are only seeking a 

good time and  to enjoy themselves. This actual theme is beautifully veiled by 

Chekov’s narration and denouement. The affair itself  takes off so slowly that 

it lends itself a certain dignity and the full meaning of the story is revealed 

after a several  rereadings. 

On first reading The Lady with the lap dog appears to be a nothing 

story – that the author has cheated us – and it is not even a good story with a 

trick-ending. The leitmotif of the story, if there is any, is too weak and 

indiscernible. Also it is not supported by a denouement which is well-directed. 

That too is interrupted if not fragmented. The characterization – well for the 

first time, we start noticing the milieu is not the routine one and we cannot 

place them in the traditional society. They are not the aristocrats – they are the 

moneyed class. Yet they do not fit into the normal business community. The 

lady has taste, style and evokes a touch of romance. But she is not romantic 

like the characters of Byron, Maupassant or Balzac. It is their touch of intrigue 

that draws us to the characters. In her behavior and appearance Anna is very 

dignified, shy but not awkward, stylish yet homely, emotional but very 

sedately so. Gurev too is a perfect gentleman but does not have the Victorian 

pomp or the French élan. They are in love, but not demonstratively so, so 

subdued that one may even doubt it – at the same time they do not exude 

innocence like some of Maupassant’s heroines do. She is not like the heroine 

of The Darling. To this handsome figure of the lady Chekov attaches the lap 
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dog and you have the perfect painting. One can notice that Chekov has 

carefully avoided many stereotypes – and on second reading one can 

appreciate their original characters both of whom have a lot of self-esteem. 

Looking at the denouement of the story – one recognizes that Gurev’s 

calculated move at the end of the story was directed by social factors rather 

than emotional – and that casts a dark shadow on the relationship. On closer 

examination it appears that Chekov’s presentation of Anna is totally different 

from Gurev’s perception – and the parallel points of view, one apparent and 

the other hidden contributes to the complex structure of the story. Now this 

kind of delineation is only possible in novels – as there is enough space to 

execute the plan well. Doing this in a short story of such rare structural quality 

and with such finesse is a rare feat not achieved by many short story writers. 

Also the title The Lady with the lapdog is also deceptive as it 

immediately creates a glamorous world – all done by the reader’s association 

with similar literary situations, but Chekov was in fact dealing with two 

mature adults of aristocratic back ground whose ideas about love, life, and the 

world we do not know – but assume, a prerogative a reader has all the time. 

Hence when both the protagonists fail to go ahead with their affair it is not fate 

which decides it – but the characters themselves. Both of them need and 

deserve a change in life, are within their legal right to desire such a change – 

but still when the decisive moment comes – strangely, both of them retrace 

their steps. The reader is forced to search for reasons for this unusual step – 

and that becomes the extended climax to this unusual love story. One hesitates 
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whether that can be called love at all for on both sides there is so much 

calculation – and finally a desire not to “topple  the applecart’ – a preference 

for social harmony rather than fulfillment of personal desires and ambition.  

5.6 CHEKOV: NEW SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES 

Another important aspect of Chekov’s short stories is his treatment of 

women characters. “For all their ethical stance and religious dogmatism that 

both Dostoevsky and Tolstoy exhibit – they take  a Victorian view of women – 

and are content to stick to the traditional view point as far as moral issues are 

concerned. Anna Karenina, the most impressive female character in world 

literature and a protagonist par excellence finally ends her life by throwing 

herself under a train. Dostoevsky’s female characters rarely get any 

prominence except in The Idiot where he develops two characters on par with 

the two male protagonists – prince Muishin and Roghozin. Nastasya, the 

prince’s favorite but of dubious moral character is developed as a  

psychologically strong and interesting character – but she is murdered by 

Roghozhin under mysterious circumstances. On the other hand, Agalya an 

intelligent and educated foil for Nastasya for most part of the novel, she too 

has psychological aberrations and ruins her career. Dostoevsky develops these 

two characters by using the tool of juxtaposition and the prince at different 

parts of time shows interest in both of them. The prince rejects the overtures of 

Agalya, who was totally disillusioned and shattered. He prefers Nastasya – but 

does not express it openly – the prince, who is widely considered as a 

caricature of Christ – and on many occasions shows his kindness, generosity 
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and forgiveness to most other characters – why does he act so dubiously in the 

case of the two ladies who love him sincerely and desparately? Why should 

Dostoevsky end the lives of the two female characters in a tragic manner? 

Why the two women were finally given the cruel denouement that the author 

chose to execute in his novel? Dostoevsky’s altitude is acceptable in the other 

two masterpieces The Brothers Karamazov and Crime and Punishment where 

men occupy the main stage. Bur his third greatest and technically the most 

accomplished of Dostoevesky’s novels The Idiot Dostoevesky falters – and the 

story which reaches a tremendous level of suspense and aesthetic anticipation 

when the prince spends nightmarish moments outside the building where 

Roghozhin was to kill Nastasya ---- and the eerie atmosphere so craftfully 

created---- and trust Dostoevsky, there is no one to beat him at that ! (one is 

reminded of scenes in Hardy’s Return of the Native and Keats’ La bella Dame 

Sans Merci) But after those tense moments – suddenly everything crumbles, 

and the prince appears to be wobbling through the rest of the narrative. But it 

is Agalya’s fate which surprises the reader even more. There was nothing in 

the character of the youngest of the Epanchin daughters to suggest that she 

would take such extreme steps. It is unaccountable and goes against the grain 

of her character as presented from her first meeting with the prince. It is 

unaccountable why she was made to take steps which look quite improbable 

and why she too should suffer a streak of madness. Dostoevsky was trying to 

superimpose a melodrama on what up to that point looked like an intense 

psychological and perfectly constructed human drama. The long episode about 
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the Prince’s movements after the two traumatic incidents is very poorly 

constructed and hastily executed and totally fails to meet the fully animated 

vision and scope of the novel. It is not an anti-climax – but what is intended as 

a climax and is totally bungled up. The important question is why Dostoevsky 

has chosen to condemn the principal female characters to death and infamy? 

Does he elevate the status of the suffering humanity through these two 

incidents? How far is prince Mushin responsible for these two mishaps? If the 

prince knows that Roghozin is going to kill Nastasya – why didn’t he act? 

When he knew clearly that his behavior would distress Agalya, when he had 

always treated her as a child – why did he suddenly become so indifferent? 

Why did he not discourage her at any point of time? The distance he clearly 

showed in his behavior later in the novel was not there at the beginning. It is 

quite clear that he showed interest in the three Epachin sisters. If he treats her 

like a child, it has not been consistent. Thus his psychological or emotional 

involvement certainly does not bear any relation to the Christ- like image that 

he projects in other parts of the novel, particularly when he narrates his part 

with children when he stayed abroad. Prince Muishin who in the past was so 

loving and caring to the village children – who exalted himself to the image of 

Christ and so convincingly – why didn’t Dostoevsky continue the same ethical 

strain later. The novel leaves so many questions unanswered. – and leaves the 

reader confused and disappointed. The ethical outlook and the moral 

commitment, which Dostoevsky prizes so highly as a writer – for once desert 

him and do not exalt the theme. Thus Dostoevsky’s great sense of drama and 
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powers of characterization which have created four powerful protagonists in a 

highly gripping storyline  and marvelous pace of storytelling and the grand 

finale and the intense and unique scene where he stands in front of Roghozin’s 

lodgings – have suddenly ended in a most unconvincing, inane and 

questionable manner.  The epilogue instead of allaying the reader’s doubts 

confounds the issues further. Such an ending would have been plausible and 

would have taken the novel into a modernist vision – but here Dostoevsky 

commits two grievous errors. Prince Muishin’s Christ-like image is largely 

shattered through certain weaknesses he exhibits in his relationship with 

Natasha and Agalya. The two women display strong, impressive, character – 

and the aura of glamour in Agalya and of the element of mystic beauty in 

Nastasya  – created by Dostoevsky points to a new element in his art – and an 

area of perfection. The juxtaposition technique  he uses to set off Muishin and 

Roghozin on the one hand, and Nastarya and Agalya on the other is also 

immaculate.. The supporting characters like Varya and Ganya are also done 

with great imagination and skill. Had Dostoevsky tried a different resolution – 

The Idiot  would have been a great example of a perfect novel. Love and 

romance and evocativeness which are not the premier components of his 

fiction- but for once Dostoevsky has come out of his mould by attempting 

something different and achieving something that reminds us of 

Shakespearean creativity and intensity – till the dramatic and most poignant 

moment wrought with a colossal  surge of emotion and feverish expectation 

suddenly cools off with two of the weakest leitmotifs of the novel the 
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regression of the Prince into his former state of madness – and worse still the 

most unlikely, hasty elopement of the suave Agalya with a wild, unconvincing 

Polish count – this does not sound like an epilogue, but a hasty stage managed 

denouement penned by an amateur writer.  

 From the above examples, it is clear that both Tolstoy and Dostoevsky 

did not approve of adultery or prostitution and believed that they should be 

punished severely by what is generally believed as retribution of sin. For 

adultery is considered one of the venal sins but the two Russian writers who 

had strong religious leanings more ethical in the case of Tolstoy and more 

Christian orthodoxy in the case of Dostoevsky, believed that venial sins should 

be punished with death in case of women. A similar failing in a male in 

Resurrection and Crime and Punishment – was exonerated. The severity of the 

retribution is reflected in Anna’s violent death by being crushed by a train. 

Nastasya who is a prostitute’s daughter meets with a violent death. Agalya 

who belongs to an Aristocratic family too did not get Dostoevsky’s approval. 

She suddenly comits a shameful act of eloping with a Polish count.  

Further, it should be noted that Dostoevsky’s usual negative attitude to 

aristocrats is not reflected in his treatment of the Epanchin family. The 

Epanchins who have lost  all their earlier glory are portrayed as those who are 

hanging on to a good social status which they no longer enjoy. But Madame 

Epanchin’s character instead of attracting our disapproval actually gets our 

sympathy and admiration in that she resembles Mrs. Bennet in Pride and 

Prejudice. Once again it shows Dostoevsky’s  versatility and prowess in 
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characterization.It gives The Idiot in the chapters dealing with the Major’s 

family , a new dimension as a social comedy a la Jane Austen.Thus it is a 

more complete novel than his other masterpieces ---- as it depicts a more 

inclusive social reality.Now all this is negated by the very inappropriate, 

aesthetically wrong choice of an epilogue. 

The ending looked quite artificial, unjustified and not in keeping with 

the strong characters created by Dostoevsky. There is a quick, ignoble attempt 

to cover up some trails – and end the story with a religious rant, priest-like  

silence and also imply that the path of love is covered with  thorns. However, 

these two great Russian writers were following a practice regular in novels 

that followed earlier conventions. One may  conclude that Dostoevsky 

evaluated the situations from the angles of right and wrong – rather what 

tradition holds as right and wrong – than what emenates from the situation in 

his novel. However this tradition was followed by writers from Hawthorne 

from the early Romanticists to the naturalists and realists like Stendhal (Red 

and the Black) and Flaubert (Madame Bovary) to name a few.  

The same characters in the stories of Chekov and Maupassant are 

presented differently.Despite the differences in the manner they approach their 

art--- both Maupassant and Chekov are not bogged down by tradition or 

dogma. For instance, Pasha in A chorus girl is presented earnestly. At no time 

we get a feeling that she is a morally corrupt person. She may be poor but we 

are made to feel her self-respect. Gusov and his wife may blame her, may ill-

treat her, - but she still remains and is presented as a human being. It is,in 
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fact,Gusev and his wife who are found wanting in deportment – as both of 

them lose their temper and abuse poor Pasha. It is true that she is in a  

miserable state – but still Chekov makes us recognize her essential humanity 

as opposed to the momentary loss of poise and decency by the other two 

characters. It may be noted that Chekov gives particular attention to this fact – 

and he doesn’t call the story Pasha or any other name – he has given it the title 

‘A Chorus Girl’, giving due recognition to her professional entity.  

Maupassant too likes and supports his female characters. The crisis is a 

story of a brilliant wife who pays her husband back in  his own coin and 

makes him feel sorry for what he had done – drinking and having an extra 

marital affair. . In Yvette he presents the point of view of two society men of 

how relationship with a woman is made into a profanity and a perversion and 

then into a market transaction or a petty amusement for the unfeeling aristocrat 

– but the same may be a matter of intense ethical emotional and passionate 

involvement for a young girl. Yvette attempts suicide but is saved and now 

would like to live by instinct and emulate the social games and coquetry her 

mother plays as a matter of survival.  

A close study of the above works reveals that a writer is influenced by 

the milieu about which he writes, the milieu to which he belongs, in which he 

lives and have his everyday interactions with . For all their avowed love of the 

common man, Tolstoy and Dostoevsky have something of the aristocrat in 

them and though they are very fair and open in their political and religious 

affiliation or affinities – in their day to day interactions with various sections 
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of the society we may still find some traces of the traditional constraints  

which still linger on.  

Of the two, Tolstoy’s affiliation to his ethical and religious beliefs is 

perfect and beyond question. The only objection that we can raise against him 

as an artist may be that  due to his stern religious and moral beliefs which may 

at times become too dogmatic and hence hamper or adversely influence his 

neutrality as an artist. Tolstoy’s clarity of vision and his ability to see the 

positives in the worst enemies contribute to his credibility as a person, as an 

artist, as a critic and a philosopher. Dostoevsky the other great visionary 

among Russian novelists is more passionate and emotionally intense and the 

influences of the milieu on  highly sensitive writers like him are far more 

complex and volatile. The works of Maupassant and Chekov show far greater 

interaction, observation and understanding of the milieu. The conversations in 

A Chorus Girl are so spontaneous and emotionally charged and suited to the 

characters that we cannot question their authenticity. They come from a milieu 

that Chekov knows thoroughly – and also with which he is totally 

comfortable. Chekov judges character from its experience, from its 

involvement in a real time crisis or situation. They are not classified as 

aristocrat middle class or working class – or all these are only considered as a 

social identity but not as source from which the emotional ethos of the 

character emerges.  

Dostoevsky too is very spontaneous, intense and passionate in 

developing characters and the great examples of Dimitri, Ivan and Alyosha in 
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The Brothers Karamazov and those of Myshkin, Rogozhyn, Nastasya and 

Agalya in The Idiot. Also his characters are psychologically so intense that 

they exist on a different plane and their social, class and religious affiliations 

become secondary and insignificant. Further, as a novelist he  often mixes up 

things – and his allegiance to religious and social institutions and traditions 

comes  in isolated outbursts creating  huge narrative blocks or gaps that do not 

directly contribute to the development of plot or theme of his novels. Eg: The 

episode of Hippolyte in The Idiot a dimension of around 100-150 pages. The 

two principal characters of the novel are suddenly sidelined an act that violates 

the logical and thematic sequence of the plot no sufficient reason is given for 

the strong behavior of Agalya, who was the most intelligent of the three sisters 

and was more practical and emotionally more balanced than Nastasya. They 

back the traditional belief which is held in some circle that women are 

emotionally inferior to men they have feeble minds and cannot engage in 

intellectual pursuits and do not and cannot manage the more serious affairs of 

life. Both Chekov and Maupassant favor women as seen in stories like The 

crisis’, The Bellflower Madam Tellier’s excursion (Maupassant) Clara Militch 

Asya, and First Love (Turgenev). Of the two, Maupassant’s stories depend on 

his keen observation and instinctive awareness of the world. Also 

Maupassant’s themes and persona show greater variation. Chekov’s stories do 

not show any bias and of all the artists considered in this study he is the one 

who portrays the essential human qualities of a person – like gentleness 

honesty,  modesty,  jealousy, greed, hatred etc,  As such he may be picked as 
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the realist par excellence. However, Maupassant who backs his instinct in 

these matters often achieves results comparable to Chekov. His ability to see a 

new angle in everything known to men is a special gift which makes his 

stories unique and eminently rereadable. The two directions in which his 

stories are developed----- a minute observation of physical details and a 

clinical analysis of the motives and the psyche that prompts their actions – so 

enrich his work that the reader perceives that  rereading is not mere repetition 

of details, but a revelation each time. Further, we are never aware of 

Maupassant the philosopher or Maupassant the thinker or Maupassant the 

creator who would intervene as it happens in the writings  of Tolstoy or 

Dostoevsky . In comparison, Chekov and Turgenev are unobtrusive while one 

scores through understatement, the other impresses with his unfailing 

allegiance to the logical and the truthful.  For them the ideal and the real are 

corollaries and they coexist for a greater part of the time. Thus the writer’s 

relationship with his milieu can be judged by his consummate awareness, his 

frequent interactions and his implicit acceptance of the people he is writing 

about. 

The quality of reaction portrayed in a work of fiction depends on the 

mastery of the author on the milieu, how effectively he is able to recreate the 

circumstances how naturally the characters roll into it, how well he brings to 

life the ambience of a time. In the case of a novel – the author has adequate 

space and time to work on this aspect of his art. But in a short story the author 

does not have the scope for long introduction or digressions in which these 
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issues can be addressed at length. An author’s approach to his plots, themes 

and characters can be traced only when he has produced substantial body of 

work – and his milieu and his style of presentation just remain in the 

background. We cannot assess an author and classify his affiliations from one 

or two stories just as we can do from a novel. In other words, the novel  as a 

whole makes a greater impact as it reveals a lot more about the author than a 

short story. 

Against this backdrop there are very few short story writers who can be 

referred to as realists, romantic realists or naturalists. To attain this level, the 

writer should have produced a sizable body of work, dealt with similar plots, 

situations and characters. So that one can recognize the milieu and the 

predominant patterns of plots, mood and character. Since detailed descriptions 

are not suited to the genre, a short story writer should also draw from his 

power of observation and depend on devices like suggestion and implication. 

It is also noticed that a writer would be at his creative best when he is 

completely at home with his milieu when he understands and employs it to a 

great extent – it produces an effect of great harmony. The works of great 

masters of fiction like Balzac, Dickens, and Dostoevsky are underlined by the 

presence of these factors. Chekov often spoke about the short story’s essential 

incompleteness. The novel has its special requirements and the novelist takes 

special care to execute all that is essential for its total expression. But in a 

short story, according to Chekov, it is better to say not enough than to say too 

much. Chekov also hints at a ‘certain amount of subjective activity’ which 
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supplements the absence of elaborate details. Chekov’s views also totally 

differed from what Poe had said about the ‘unified effect’ that leads to a 

conclusion. Chekov along with modern masters like James, Conrad and Joyce 

focuses on what happens after the story and how it affects the assumed 

outcome. 

Chekov’s stories are unconventional in another sense too. If the plot 

driven stories of Maupassant and O’Henry run like streams producing noise, 

froth and eternal thrill with their on going pace – those of Chekov resemble a 

deep silent current controlled by a somber mood and a sober countenance 

underneath which passes a twirling undercurrent. The former reach your 

expectation whereas the latter springs a surprise or pushes you into an enigma. 

Chekov’s work has produced one of short story’s most enduring and endearing 

variants. Most of the work that has appeared before and after Chekov becomes 

stale and dated as it cannot sustain interest. That is the weakness of stories that 

exclusively depend on ploy and on building up of suspense or tempo. A great 

number of O’Henry stories, which make exciting reading experience on first 

reading fail to appeal to us on subsequent readings. It is Chekov, Maupassant 

and Turgenev who gain or draw greater attention each time we return to their 

work. Stories like Bellflower, Mumu ,and Grief draw us to them than 

O’Henry’s The Last Leaf and Witches Loaves. 

Thus Chekov along with Turgenev and Maupassant had established or 

set new standards for the modern short story. Chekov’s innovation is what is 

known as ‘zero ending’. It was Chekov’s belief that life just goes on and hence 
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no story can have an ending – happy or unhappy – it just indicates the status of 

a story at a given point of time. Hence Chekov’s characters go through the 

actions – but lack the conviction as they are constantly plagued by doubts 

regarding the changes that have occurred and will still continue to occur. Any 

reformation that may later place – characters improving their outlook or 

changes in attitude of things improving – all are stalked by a persistent doubt 

and uncertainty. It is this aspect of Chekov’s work that stands in sharp contrast 

to that of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky. Moral and ethical reform and the strong 

positivism of works like Resurrection and Crime and Punishment are a far cry 

from the pensiveness of   Ward no6 and  A Chorus Girl. 

Chekov’s concept of ‘zero ending’ dislocated the narrative from its 

expected denouement, diverting or sometimes deflating the storyline . For 

example in Chekov’s About Love two friends  were sheltered in a kind 

friend’s country home. They stayed the night and at lunch the next day, Alelin 

the host tells them a story about his lost love. 

As a young man, he worked with Hugonowich a childhood friend and 

Vice President of the circuit country. He becomes a family friend of 

Luganowich and his wife Anna Alexeyevna. Over the years he and Anna spent 

a lot of time together and he knows that he fell passionately in love with her 

and she too reciprocated his feelings. However, they didn’t act on their 

passion. Only when Loganwich was transferred and when Anna was leaving 

he meets her at the station and he conveys his love for her. But that was their 

last meeting. This type of uncertainty and inability to act or take a decision is 
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also seen in Turgenev’s novellas Asya  and First Love. Both Chekov and 

Turgenev present characters as they are influenced and shaped by 

circumstances. Maupassant, on the other hand shows his characters acting by 

instinct. Yvette’s final decision – after she had gone through a trauma, which 

put her as an innocent victim from one angle, at the same time acting like a 

seasoned coquette at some moments – and their throwing one into confusion. 

Then she goes through a suicide attempt which reads like an act of a victim – 

but the survival instinct is so strong that it pushes her a little further – and 

suddenly it is the human instinct which acts strongly and she is back at it to 

stay with her mother and at her suitor at their own game. Maupassant does not 

give the story the ideal ending. He only presents a few ideal feelings and 

instincts that surface at some moments in the story. He does not forcibly twist 

the ending. But the relentlessness of the circumstances and the way they keep 

striking back and the attempts of the three protagonists and their volition to 

counter them on their own – all these make Yvette a very complex, interesting 

psychological study. Also it is technically one of Maupassant’s most 

innovative stories. He employs four points of view in what starts as an 

ordinary love story and none of them is the author’s or the universal point of 

view. First it was a discussion between two men who were to visit Madam’s 

establishment. Maupassant shows the profanation and perversion of human 

relationship into a market transaction or a petty amusement. Then presented 

from Madam’s point of view it is a sense of intense shame and insecurity felt 

by Yvette’s mother. It is a combination of sympathy for the young girl, but 
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more dominantly the fear of the social norms and cruelty of which she 

thoroughly understands and then her interest to maintain the social norms and 

status she enjoys as a Pansion lous of entertainment. Then the point of view of 

the man who had an eye on Yvette. The situation is so complex---- so puzzling 

from all points of view ----that it could end any one way and still leave one 

frustrated. Yvette   remains a challenge to the human spirit--- here are four or 

five things at stake --- the dreams and aspirations of youth, the prudent 

cautious moves of self-preservation, the sensuous, triumphant plots of a 

pleasure seeker, the clever countermoves of a future courtesan--- Whoever 

wins , can that salvage human dignity, purity, and joy? True, as Tolstoy 

proclaimed ---Yvette does not uphold our ethical sense. But it does pose some 

serious questions about the status of our civilized world. 

It is in works like Yvette and Clara Militch that both Maupassant and 

Turgenev traverse new heights in literary as well as visionary attainment. They 

may not be the perfect examples of their work as they have a number of 

obvious flaws. But having said that it should also be noted that both of them 

have applied their imagination with utmost freedom and intensity. It is true 

that both stories fail to reach our expectations. But at the same time they 

activate in us a passionate will to search for the exact reasons for the 

frustration, and in this frantic search we see a host of new meanings and 

possibilities. 
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5.7 MAUPASSANT AND CHEKOV 

.H.E.Bates is one of the critics who has made an immensely edifying 

comparison between Chekov and Maupassant. According to Bates, 

Maupassant was always trying to reconcile the terrible irony of human 

contradictions.--- contradictions which were so much an integral part of 

himself that he could not help loving and hating humanity with equal 

strength.Both Maupassant and Chekov found and encountered these 

contradictions . According to Bates: 

They find that humanity is mad, greedy, licentious, stupid but 

beautiful; incredibly base but incredibly exalted. Maupassant 

even more than Chekov was struck by the terrible irony of 

human contradictions--- contradictions which were so much an 

integral part of himself that he could not help hating and loving 

humanity with equal strength. In his attitude to women the 

force of these contradictions sway him first one way and then 

another. Women may be prostitutes but they are magnificient; 

as in Boul-de-suif; they are rich but they are also depraved; 

they are poor but generous; they are beautiful but mean; they 

are divine but deceitful; they may be farm girls or lonely 

English virgins, as in Miss Harriet, but they are at once pitiable 

and stupid, they have beautiful bodies but empty heads, and 

alas even emptier hearts.(Bates 73-74). 
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Thus H.E. Bates arrives at an image of Maupassant that comes nearer 

to what Tolstoy identifies so marvelously . In his conparision of these two 

artists too Bates comes up with the most impressive as well as convincing 

account of the differences in their perception. 

“As compared with Maupassant,” writes Bates, “Chekov will 

always ,I think, seem slightly more “advanced” and difficult 

writer. Maupassant guided by more logical forces, left nothing 

to chance. Like all writers working within the prescribed limits 

he was fully aware of the value of a thing implied. By implying 

something, rather than starting it, a writer saves words, but he 

also runs the risk that the implication may never get home. That 

risk in a very logical French way Maupassant was less prepared 

to take than Chekov. his pictures are more solidly built up; he 

knows that faces, actions, manners, even the movements of 

hands and ways of walking are keys to human character; in 

addition to that he takes a sensuous delight in physical shape, 

physical response, physical beauty, physical ugliness and 

behavior; you can see that nothing delights him so much as a 

world of flesh, and trees, clothes and food, leaves and limbs ; in 

describing such things  as he did so well , he was particularly 

satisfying his own sensuous appetite. That fact  gives his every 

material and physical description a profound flavor.When 

Maupassant talks of sweat you not only see sweat but you feel 
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it and smell it; when he describes a voluptuous and seductive 

woman  the page itself seems to quiver sensuously. He knew 

far better than Chekov, which words time and association have 

most heavily saturated with color, scent, taste, and strength of 

emotion, suggestion, and it is that knowledge or instinct, or his 

skillful use of it, that constitutes one of his most powerful 

attributes as a writer.  (Bates 92). 

H.E.Bates gives a graphic account of Maupassant’s narrative style, 

content, and effects. He only mentions how these two writers are different but 

does not say one’s method is better than and superior to the other’s. He further 

states that a Maupassant story is as well-coordinated as that of Chekov and 

components or individual parts cannot be isolated and discussed as some of 

the review writers do. We should also note the cautious phrase employed --- 

“Chekov will always seem the slightly more ’advanced’ and difficult writer.”  

(Bates  73-74)   

This critique by Bates is presented in detail as it effectively showcases 

some of the ‘signature’ qualities exemplified by two of the quintessential 

masters of the short story.  

 

 

                       

  

 


